


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Words aren't that simple

They tell who we are.
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(1)

someone
We meet people ….

Then, we leave them …

They've left an effect..

In a good way, in a bad way 

In a whatever way,

They have done.

People meet us …..

Then, people leave us …

We've left an effect..

In a good way, in a bad way

In a whatever way

We have done.

May the effect be weak,

May be strong,

But, it exists.

May the effect help someone,

Kill another one,

Or tell how others see the one.

So, it's really important to care

How we treat everyone.

May our words make a great one..
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(2)

dream
 

May your dreams come true,

Just follow the values

And good morals too,

Never get depressed

Keep to go and go,

Know more about your target

Keep it in your mind

And make every thing you do

As a step forward

As everything in the world

Can go the way we want to

So , hold it well and flow

And don't let small rocks 

Obstacle you 

see them as a sign 

Send by god, to help you

Make the rocks a ladder

That is a push for you 

In the end 

Your dreams will come true.
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(3)
A memory
Once we see an old photo

We remember those days

We feel the air

We hear the voices,

It awakes us to ask

How we got changed 

If life became better

Have we been grateful,

We remember those days of sadness,

We felt as handicapped 

And they had gone,

This makes us believe

That sadness never lasts

Even happiness too ,

With this memory

We live a minute of self-assessment,

It may be a message sent by god,

To thank and pray

And to rethink of our chosen way.
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(4)
Your way

 

Keep holding your way

Whatever others say

They don't know you 

However close to you,

But don't lose them

May be they had a bad day

So they didn't know what to say,

You go on your way

They will know one day

That your dream wasn't a fairy tale,

For those support you

They deserve your gratitude

And the best attitude

They are messages to say

You are on the right way.
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(5)
From the heart

Weak as we feel

May be we are right

Still can be wrong

We love the feeling

Blaming our weakness

For our mistakes

Regarding as an excuse

In the same time

We dream of being strong

Having the control

Upon our life

To have this charisma

This self-confidence

To find our way in the life

To help other's find theirs

To leave our life-print

To be strong all along

Make a decision

Feel it as a vision

By time you will get it

When it happens

Never forget the past

Be grateful till the last

And feel other's weakness

Help them to be as you

Don't let them and go.
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(6)
Your painting 

 

Like a glass of water

It's colour free..

This is the same as our life

Without this passion TO BE,

Choose your colour

Take the brush

And pay the fee,

Fees of time,

Patience,

And effort,

Make your own painting,

Draw it your way,

Hold it everyday,

It explains your vision

Your mission

In every condition,

Support it with values

And good people too

Everywhere you go.
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(7)
 

 

To integrate 
 

People are different

This is what we really know

It doesn't stop our life's flow,

We are not different to be fighting

But to integrate ,

Each has a role

To achieve some goal,

Our goals together

Like birds feathers

Complete each others,

Know your role

Find who complete it

And go for it.
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(8)
 

A sticky note
 

Stick everywhere

Your ideas

Your emotions

And about what you care,

Read these sticky notes

To remember your goals

To beat bad moods,

You may find one note

Talking about some thought

You forgot you've wrote,

Stick on a wall

On a door,

One day 

They'll be the best of your memories.
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Visit our page on facebook :
 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/-WoRdS-cAn-
HeLp-/313547365357770
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